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    01. Operation FTW 2:09  02. Inspiration 2:57  03. Wars Arent Won, Wars Are Fought 3:29 
04. One Nation, Under Seige 2:36  05. Babylon by Bomb 2:31  06. Too Fast, Too Loud 2:00  07.
Learning to Swim 3:01    play   08. Cant change the world with a song 3:53  09. Orange Crush
1:57  10. Serf City 3:12            play   11. The Jefferson
Memorial Dance Revolution 2:12  12. Tokyo Au Go-Go 1:28  13. No Child Left Behind 2:43  14.
Branded 1:48  15. Peace dont cost a thing 4:16  
 Tony Reflex – lead vocals  Steve Soto – bass guitar, backing vocals  Armando del Rio – drums,
backing vocals  Mike McKnight – guitar  Joe Harrison – guitar    

 

  

Okay, so it's been about 6 years since Adolescents decided to get back in business and
released "OC Confidential". As one of the first bands to fuse hardcore - as punkrock was then
called- with surf and pop music, the Adolescents certainly are a legend.  Now, it's obvious that
this band still has a go at what they know best. And it sure does sound like whatever you're
used to hearing from them. And one could say that they're on top of their game despite 30 years
in business. Well, mostly in other bands, but it's still punk business.  Anyhoo... We're not getting
any closer to the point like this. So here's the deal: this is a pretty credible and okay
Adolescents album, with a couple of highlights like the catchy "Babylon by Bomb", the
fast-paced "Orange Crush" or the surf-tune "Serf City".  But the fact is that, compared to other
poppunk bands that emerged in the last ten years or so, "The Fastest Kid Alive" can only qualify
as being 'above average', and fails to really impress yours truly.---Thomas, punkrocktheory.com
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